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The Winter Garden Hotel welcomes its
Guests in a modern building providing a
friendly and efficient service.

Surrounded by a wonderful natural
landscape, Bergamo is located in the
economic heart of Northern Italy, Lombardy.

The 149 available bedrooms are highly
charming environments, where every desire
of relax and privacy comes true.
Characterized by contemporary furniture,
the wide available spaces are designed to
provide the highest level of functionality to
guarantee a pervasive wellness.

The Winter Garden Hotel stands out on
this competitive scenario thanks to the
excellent business services dedicated to
companies.

Said wellness can also be found within the
L’Officina restaurant and its amazing proposals and within the fascinating The Spa,
perfect for the post-congress moments.

Moreover, its strategic position, only 2 km
away from the Milano-Bergamo (BGY),
makes the hotel the ideal starting point to
reach any destination.
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I NOSTRI
SERVIZI
The core of the modern business center
of the Winter Garden Hotel is represented
by its 3 meeting rooms. These environments offer ample and modular spaces
that can guarantee the highest level of
comfort, both for small meetings and
more important events.
Restaurant, lounge bar, wellness center,
garden and panoramic terrace: a wide
offer of post-congress activities able to
make your event unforgettable for the
delegates completes the notable hotel
equipment.
Visit our website or contact us to learn
more.
Winter Garden Hotel
Bergamo Airport
Via Padergnone 52
24050 Grassobbio (BG) Italy
Tel. +39 035 58.70.11
meeting@wintergarden-hotel.com
www.wintergarden-hotel.com
Follow us Facebook and Tripadvisor

OUR
EVENTS
We are perfectly aware that the organization
of an impeccable event plays a fundamental
role. To reach said goal, you need an
adequate qualification and a constant
attention, characteristics that are difficult to
be developed and maintained.
Thanks to us, you can plan your event with
no limits, nor stress. Our Low-Stress Event
formula guarantees:
• 4-star hospitality
• All-inclusive services
• Ongoing and dedicated assistance
Let our Event Manager direct you for the
event organization. You will be left with
plenty of time to focus on contents, a
successful outcome is guaranteed.

